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Abstract
Background and Purpose: The hepatitis C prevalence rate is among the
highest the world. Thus, in the context of transfusion safety, WHO has made
it compulsory to screen blood bags by rapid diagnostic orientation tests
(TROD) validated in regions that do not have the capacity to use more sophisticated technologies. The purpose of this study is to assess the performance of the TRODs commonly used in Kinshasa. Methods: This was a
cross-sectional and analytical study carried out from August 26, 2019 to January 20, 2020 in 200 voluntary blood donors at the University Clinics of Kinshasa (CUK). The detection of anti-HCV antibodies was carried out by Mindray (gold standard) and the SD Bioline, Encode, Fortress and Accurate tests.
The diagnostic performance of TRODs was evaluated compared to the Mindray test. Results: Of a total of 200 donors, 112 (56.0%) were male versus 88
(44.0%) female with a sex ratio of 1M: 1F. HCV seroprevalences by Mindray,
and other tests were 29.5%, 28.0%, 27.0%, 27.0% and 31.5%, respectively; the
Se, Sp, VPP, VPN, SD Bioline, Accurate, Fortress and Encode were 74.6%,
92.9%, 81.5%, 89.7%, respectively; 74.6%, 92.9%, 81.5%, 89.7%; 74.6%, 91.4%,
78.6%, 89.6%; 69.5%, 70.0%, 65.1%, 84.4%. Conclusion: The diagnostic performance of TRODs evaluated in this study does not meet European Union
standards (Se = 100%; Sp > 99.5%). The Ministry of Health should promote
large-scale validation of TRODs based on World Health Organization guidelines.
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1. Introduction
The hepatitis C virus (HCV) is one of the major causes of morbidity (prevalence
and incidence) and mortality in the world. The World Health Organization
(WHO) reports an annual incidence of 3 to 4 million people with HCV [1].
However, its prevalence varies from one geographic region to another but also
from one population to another. Thus, WHO recognizes HCV infection as a
public health problem in the general population [2], and among voluntary blood
donors (DBS) [3].
In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), the prevalence of HCV in blood
donors ranged from 2.3% to 13.24% in the HD population [3] [4]. Faced with
this situation, screening for chronic HCV infection is now becoming a public
health challenge, especially with the therapeutic revolution in hepatitis C and
with the arrival in 2010 of new direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) [5].
The problem of HCV detection in rich countries, emerging countries and developing countries (DCs) with limited resources, considers the following concepts: HCV screening; rapid rather than rapid diagnosis of HCV; the HCV rapid
diagnostic orientation test (TROD); acceptability of HCV detection; the feasibility of HCV TRODs and the decision tree (algorithm) for HCV diagnostic referral. In resource-limited countries, TRODs are offered for the detection of total
anti-HCV antibodies which are generally detected by new ELISA methods including chemiluminescence immunoassay (CLIA), in view of their diagnostic
performance. However, TRODs are limited in the detection of HCV compared
to nucleic acid tests (NAT) and genotypic tests which allow the quantification of
the HCV RNA and the detection of the different genotypes by the PCR considered as a test reference for diagnostic confirmation [6] [7].
Like the other tests already introduced in 2003 (SD Bioline, Fortress, Encode,
Accurate) on screening actions, the University Clinics of Kinshasa (CUK) recently introduced in 2019 for the first time the chemiluminescence immunoassay methods which also have a high sensitivity and specificity than the classic
ELISA and the RIA until now considered as the reference method [8] [9] [10].
At CUK, TRODs are used alternatively in the biological qualification of blood
bags and/in the diagnosis of hepatitis. Unfortunately, the majority of TRODs
used for the detection of anti-HCV Ab in the DRC have not been evaluated. And
yet, the WHO recommends (thus overriding the recommendation of the WHO,
that) to use in the diagnostic management of the HCV in second instance the
quantification of the RNA of the virus and the detection of the viral genotypes
circulating in serum or plasma.
Unlike the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), there is no consensus or
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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even no strategy on the use of TRODs for HCV. The existence of a large number
of TROD VHC on the Congolese market, the multitude of health centers, both
public and private, as well as those of blood transfusion structures, thus constitute a challenge of good governance for the Congolese authorities.
The problematic of this study underlined a large gap between the countries
with planned health system and the DRC plagued by poverty, true nature of several challenges as motivation of the present study which sets as objective to evaluate the performances of the TROD currently used in Kinshasa.

2. Methods
2.1. Design, Setting and Period of Study
This was a cross-sectional and analytical study that was carried out at the Kinshasa University Hospital/University of Kinshasa during the period from August
26, 2019 to January 20, 2020.

2.2. Study Population
The study population consisted of all blood donors received at the University
Clinics of Kinshasa. The sampling was non-probability and convenience. Taking
into account the donors received, 200 were included in the study according to
certain criteria. All voluntary (voluntary) blood donors of both sexes were included in the study; any volunteer donor who has not donated blood within 3
months and whose age was between 18 and 65 years old. Volunteer donors who
donated within 3 months of the previous donation; pregnant for female donors;
showing symptoms of a chronic and debilitating infection; those lacking information on sex and age as well as those who refused to participate in the study
were excluded.

2.3. Collection of Data
A pre-established sheet made it possible to collect the sex and age
(non-modifiable factors) of voluntary donors and the results of various serological analyzes (search for anti-HCV antibodies).

2.4. Laboratory Analysis
The quantitative research of anti-HCV antibodies was carried out using the
Mindray CL1200i automatic device (BS/CUK, Nanshan, Shenzhen/China) which
detects HCV qualitatively and quantitatively and which uses the principle of
chemiluminescence immunoassay (CLIA), defined as the emission of electromagnetic radiation caused by a chemical reaction that produces light. The presence or absence of anti-HCV antibodies in the sample is determined by comparing the chemiluminescent signal in the reaction to the cut-off signal determined from the system calibration. A cutoff index (COI) is calculated as follows:
sample RLU/cutoff RLU value.
Samples with a COI < 1.00 are non-reactive in the Mindray Anti HCV Assay.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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Samples with a COI ≥ 1.00 are initially reactive in the Mindray Anti HCV Assay.
TRODs (Bioline, Fortress, Encode and Accurate) were used for the qualitative
research of anti HCV antibodies. All these TRODs follow the same principle:
immunochromatography, designed for the detection of specific antibodies to
HCV, in human serum, plasma or whole blood.
The presence of a colored band in the test region (T) indicates a positive result. A colored band will always appear in control region C to serve as an indicator of the validity of the procedure for the proper execution of the test and
strip.
Mindray anti-HCV quality control (QC) was performed at least once every 24
hours after loading a new reagent cartridge or after each calibration. QCs are
recommended to verify the reliability of the assay system (Negative and Positive). QC results should be within acceptable ranges. If a QC is outside the specified range, the associated test results are invalid and the samples must be retested. Quality control was also ensured for each TROD of interest, it being understood that the anti-HCV antibody tests helped to obtain the reliability, precision and accuracy of the results (validity and reproducibility) in the present
study.
The quality control of the statistical analyzes and the results of the present
study were also ensured.
Each TROD complied with the instructions respectively published by the
manufacturer.
The qualities of the analytical methods were inherent in the CUK laboratory
for the benchmark test. Thus, the conditions were met for the introduction (precision of the objectives), the review of the literature (reduction of information
bias) and the Mindray assay methods.
Intrinsic Indicators of the Mindray Benchmark Test.
Only Mindray (chemiluminescenceimmuno assay) used in the city of Kinshasa province is considered as a reference test (Gold standard).
Evaluation and validation of the performance and accuracy of each TROD of
interest.
The use of the immunochromatographic results of each TROD was based on
the evaluation and validation previously carried out during quality control. To
do so, the interview questionnaire was structured and standardized for each voluntary blood donor and the encoding of demographic variables and TRODs was
carried out by entering data on the Lenovo (China) laptop computer.
Completeness and consistency tests were used for the systematic cleaning of
the file (the database).
A Carré-Latin (Table 1) defined the HCV seropositivity (diagnostic screening-orientation according to its performance of the possible or probable disease,
if not absence of the disease) of the 4 TRODs of interest compared to the seroprevalence of HCV according to the Mindray benchmark test (definite disease).
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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Table 1. Comparison of the precision indicators of the different TRODs compared to the
Mindray reference test.
MINDRAY
Kappa
(Mesure of
agreement)

Test

Simple
correlation
coefficient

L+

FORTRESS

0.671

88.2

0.368

0.671

ACCURATE

0.693

94.2

0.396

0.692

SDBIOLINE

0.693

94.2

0.396

0.692

ENCODE

0.529

54.5

0.222

0.528

Coefficient
Symetricuncertainty

Thus, the HCV seroprevalence of each TROD = A + B/A + B + C + D = total
study population.
The HCV seroprevalence according to the Mindray reference test is equal to A +
C/A + B + C + D = total study population.

2.5. Operational Definitions
Sociodemographic variables were defined by gender (Male vs. Female) and age,
which were considered non-modifiable variables.
The seroprevalence of HCV was defined by the presence of anti-HCV antibodies according to Mindray, reference test and according to the TRODs.

2.6. Statistical Analyzes
The categorical variables (nominal and qualitative: sex, age group, HCV seroprevalence rate according to Mindray and the 4 TRODs, diagnostic performance
indicator) were presented as a proportion (percentage).
The quantitative variable (continuous: anti-HCV antibody level according to
Mindray) was presented by quartile in the form of a figure.
The HCV seroprevalence percentages according to Mindray were compared
between two groups (male versus female) by the chi-square test.
The percentages between 3 age groups were compared using the chi-square
trend over linear association by linear association: biological gradient or response effect dose.
Sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), negative predictive value (NPV) and positive
predictive value (PPV) were used to assess the performance of the 4 TRODs
compared to Mindray as Gold Standard with calculation of the Kappa index and
the Youden index to determine the degree of performance of each test.
The p value < 0.05 defined the threshold of statistical significance. All statistical analyzes were performed using SPSS software (Statistical Package for Social
Sciences) version 23.1 (New York, USA).

2.7. Ethical Considerations
The data were collected anonymously and confidentially. The privacy and conDOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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fidentiality of the respondents were safeguarded. The three fundamental principles of ethics were respected at the time of the study, namely: the principle of
respect for the person, that of beneficence, and that of justice. The protocol for
this research study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

3. Results
3.1. Participant Response Rate
Of the 240 volunteer blood donors, 200 donors participated from start to finish
with a response rate of 83.0%.

3.2. Sex and Age of the Study Population
In the present study, there were 112 male blood donors versus 88 female blood
donors with a sex ratio of 1 Male: 1 Female (Figure 1).
The mean age of blood donors was 34.83 ± 7.76 years. The age group under 30
was more represented. Several age groups were noted according to different
thresholds defining advancement in age/chronology. There were 72, 60, 48, and
20 DBS respectively in age < 30 years, age equal 30 - 39 years, age equal 40 - 49
years and age ≥ 50 years of the population of study (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Distribution of the study population by sex.

Figure 2. Distribution of the study population by age.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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The statistical characteristics of the distribution of S/CO ratio of anti HCV
Abs according to the Mindray test in the study population are shown in Figure
3. With a mean of 3.3743; a standard error of the mean of 46,478 and a median
of 80,000.
Qualitative response of anti-HCV antibodies according to Mindray.
Of all the DBSs, 59 had hepatitis C according to the S/CO threshold ratio ≥1
according to the Mindray reference test. Thus nearly 30% of the DBS were infected with HCV (Figure 4).
Qualitative response of anti-HCV antibodies according to TROD.

Figure 3. Asymmetric distribution with several modes.

Figure 4. HCV seroprevalence according to the test used.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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Fortress test: Of all DBSs, 56 tested positive for HCV, thus less than a third of
the study population had HCV infection. Accurate test Positive tests for HCV
according to the accurate test were reported in 54 DBS among the entire study
population: less than a third with hepatitis C screened. SD Bioline test: Among
all DBSs, 54 tested positive for HCV according to the SD Bioline test: as with the
Accurate test, less than a third of the population was screened for hepatitis C.
Encode test: Almost 32% of the total population (n = 63) tested positive for HCV
according to the Encode test (Figure 4).
Diagnostic assessment of HCV seroprevalence by 4 TROD compared to the
reference MINDRAY test.
Precision, reproducibility, repeatability of the anti-HCV antibody assay by
Mindray.
The Mindray coefficient of variation of anti-HCV antibody assay was estimated at 1.9%, reflecting the accuracy of a benchmark test.
Comparison of the precision indicators of the 4 TRODs of diagnostic interest
compared to the Mindray reference test.
The diagnostic accuracy of the 4 TRODs of interest: Fortress, Accurate, SD
Bioline and Encode is summarized in Table 1. With regard to these indicators,
Accurate and SD Bioline’s diagnostic accuracy was very good according to the
Mindray benchmark test and Fortress’s diagnostic accuracy was good according
to the Mindray test. On the other hand, the diagnostic precision of the Encode
test was quite good according to the Mindray reference test (Table 1).
Diagnostic performance indicators for the 4 HCV TRODs according to the
Mindray benchmark test.
The intrinsic and extrinsic indicators of diagnostic performance for each
TROD of interest were compared to the Mindray reference test (Table 2).
Compared to the Mindray reference test, the SD Bioline test followed by the
Accurate test and the Fortress test respectively exhibited good diagnostic performance for HCV in terms of sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, while performance Encode’s diagnostic compared to the Mindray
reference test was low in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive
value. The table shows that the sensitivity of the 4 TRODs is still within the limit
values, on the other hand a high specificity for FORTRESS, ACCURATE and
Table 2. Diagnostic performance indicators for 4 TRODs of interest in HCV according to
Mindray.

DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020

Probability

FORTRESS

ACCURATE

SDBIOLINE

ENCODE

Se (%)

74.6

74.6

74.6

69.5

Sp (%)

91.4

92.9

92.9

70

VPP (%)

78.6

81.5

81.5

65.1

VPN (%)

89.6

89.7

89.7

84.4

Indice de
Youden

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.4
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SDBIOLINE but low for ENCODE. This indicates that the ENCODE is not to be
used for the diagnosis of HCV.

4. Discussion
This chapter has commented on the overall results according to the objectives
achieved. Indeed, this study examined the level of diagnostic performance of SD
Bioline, Encode, Fortress and Accurate compared to the chemiluminescence
immunoassay (reference test).

4.1. Demographic Characteristics of DBS
The seroprevalence according to the Mindray reference test was therefore considered to be the definite viral disease explained by demographic factors. On the
other hand, the TROD SD Bioline, Accurate, Fortress and Encode provided respective hierarchical HCV seroprevalences in screening tests and rapid diagnostic orientation tests for the decision in the scientific management of HCV in
CUKs. The present study estimated an epidemic-like HCV seroprevalence rate
of 29.5% according to Mindray in DBS. This HCV seroprevalence rate of close to
30% according to chemiluminescence/Mindray was in the worldwide range of
rates between 0.03% and 81.6% of HCV. Diagnostic assessment of HCV seroprevalence by 4 TROD compared to the Mindray reference test. Several studies
in the literature [11] [12] [13] as well as the present study evaluated the performance of TRODs. Bivariate correlation between the 4 TRODs and the Mindray
reference test to detect the prevalence of anti-HCV antibodies in DBS. This
study underscored the high level of diagnostic accuracy of the Accurate and SD
Bioline rapid tests with a close to 1 bivariate correlation with the Mindray
benchmark test. However, the calculation of the Youden index, close to 1 [14],
the best parameter of diagnostic precision, considered SD Bioline, Accurate and
Fortress to be very good tests for the detection of HCV against the Encode test
considered less precise to detect HCV in DBS. Indeed, the HCV prevalence rates
of 28%, 27% and 27% respectively determined by Fortress, Accurate, and SD Bioline were comparable to the HCV prevalence rate of 29.5% determined by the
Mindray reference test. Among the TRODs, except the Encode test with an
overestimation of the prevalence of HCV of the order of 32% and poor diagnostic performance indicators (Se = 69.5%; Sp = 70%; PPV = 65.1; NPV = 84.4;
Youden index = 0.4; Kappa concordance = 0.524); the rest of the TRODs including Fortress (Se = 74.6%; Sp = 91.4%; VPP = 78.6%; NPV = 89.6% Youden
index = 0.7; Kappa concordance = 0.671), Accurate (Se = 74.6%; Sp = 92.9%;
VPP = 81.5%; NPV = 89.7% Youden index = 0.7; Kappa concordance = 0.692),
and SD Bioline (Se = 74.6%; Sp = 92.9%; PPV = 81.5%; NPV = 89.7% Youden’s
index = 0.7; Kappa concordance = 0.692) were considered to be very good
screening tests and diagnostic guidance for HCV in DBS at CUK. Diagnostic
performance indicator of SD Bioline, Accurate, Encode and Fortress against
Mindraychemiluminescence immunoassay
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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This interpretation of the results for the purpose of diagnostic guidance is not
intended to be unambiguous or disconnected from the economic, financial and
biotechnological conditions of CUK, DRC. It is therefore well established that
the DRC and other poor African countries do not allocate a substantial budget to
health structures having to organize and secure blood transfusion [4] [15] [16].
Using Mindraychemiluminescence as the gold standard, HCV seroprevalence
was estimated to be around 29.5% in the present study. However, the seroprevalences found by the different TRODs showed a certain variability of the results
around 27% and 32%, with the highest prevalence for the Encode test, the result
of which is well reflected by the likelihood and concordance measures found in
the present study.
Compared to the study by Sumbu, et al. (8/4), the prevalence of anti HCV antibodies by the Mindray test in the present study was 15 times higher. The size of
the sample, the demographic characteristics and probably the diagnostic method
used can explain this difference. Indeed, the Mindray test uses the principle of
chemiluminescence assay which has demonstrated a good diagnostic performance in the assay of hormones but especially in that of hepatic markers (HCV,
HBV) with regard to previously popular methods such as RIA and conventional
ELISA [17]. CLIA is currently widely used for screening for anti-HCV antibodies. This method is known to have excellent reliability, good precision, technical simplicity and being completely automated and less demanding of highly
qualified technical expertise [18] [19]. Previous studies have shown improved
specificity, high positive predictive value, and similar sensitivity compared to
conventional ELISA for detection of anti-HCV antibodies. In addition, CLIA has
the advantage of having a short, very fast turn-over and short turn-around time,
which is a great advantage especially in high volume hospital laboratories [20].
The intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics of the various TRODs in the present
study were found to be very good (Accurate, SD Bioline, Fortress) and quite
good (Encode) compared to the Mindray benchmark test. The problem lies in
the fact of their official acceptance as a diagnostic orientation test and screening
for HCV. Indeed, WHO recently developed hepatitis C testing guidelines that
are intended to serve as a basis for developing national guidelines for hepatitis
testing in resource-limited settings [21]. The formulation of the recommendations was based on the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development and Evaluation) approach which includes an assessment of the
quality of the evidence, but also considerations on the acceptability and preferences of patients and health workers., resource use and feasibility [21] [22].
In a survey of 22 programs on hepatitis in general and hepatitis C in particular, 19 of which concerned countries with low and intermediate resources where
access to laboratory infrastructure and specialized tests is limited, including DRC,
2/3 of these programs use RDTs alone for screening and diagnostic referral for
HCV infection. In the DRC, the programs concerned (non-governmental organization/NGO, International Organization/IO) did not include enzyme-linked
DOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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immunosorbent assays or NAT tests [23].
No other study in the literature has worked on the TRODs assessed in this
study. However, the study by Stéphane Chevaliez, et al. on new virological
screening tools for hepatitis C and B reported a sensitivity, specificity, L + and L
− respectively of 93.5%, 99.5%, 186.4 and 0.038 for the SD Bioline test. These
diagnostic performance indicators are better than those found in the present
study [24]. Another study conducted in Cameroon evaluated 3 RDTs including
First ResponseR, MultisureR and ToyoR. With the exception of the Toyo test for
strict regulatory approval, the other tests were CE marked, i.e. European conformity [11]. In the same study, the sensitivities and specificities of First Response, Multisure and Toyo were 96%/90%, respectively; 96%/78% and
99%/83%. However, no test evaluated in this study met European Union standards. Indeed, according to European Union standards, anti-HCV tests had to
have a sensitivity and specificity of 100% and >99.5%, respectively, to be approved for marketing. In addition, European standards are based on various
studies carried out in Europe where the conditions for carrying out analyzes are
practically different from those in countries with limited resources in terms of
compliance with quality assurance [11].
Several facts must be mentioned in view of the performance of the tests evaluated in this study: the intrinsic quality of the reagents; the storage conditions,
technicality and acceptability conditions of TROD in diagnostic strategies or
even HIV co-infection [25]. In addition, no evaluated test was either CE marked,
had received FDA approval, or had not yet been prequalified by the WHO. It is
important to note that the majority of RDTs perform better in studies conducted
in industrialized countries than in developing regions [26]. The WHO, has
demonstrated the high probability of obtaining false results with TRODs if quality assurance is not respected [25].

4.2. Implications of the Study
The results of the present study will enable the Congolese government, via the
Ministry of Health, to invest in hepatitis screening through programs that involve targeted tests on high-risk populations such as injecting drug users (IDU).,
men who have sex with men (MSM), sex workers and prisoners, but also pregnant
women and health workers. Unfortunately, these programs are supported by
non-governmental organizations and international organizations (NGOs/IOs)
than by the governments of the countries concerned, especially in sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA), including the DRC [23]. The purpose of screening for infection
would be to determine HCV viraemia; That is, in an anti-HCV antibody test, an
additional test for HCV-core antigen (HCV-core Ag) or HCV RNA will be required (107/27). TRODs and laboratory immunoassays should meet quality and
performance standards for sensitivity and specificity. TRODs will be an acceptable alternative when laboratory services are not available [24] [27] [28]. Ideally,
countries should define screening strategies that take into account the local epiDOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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demiology (prevalence, high risk group for HCV infection) and this within the
framework of national plans [24]. Unfortunately, national plans are not developed in countries with limited resources. As part of the HCV TRODs, the majority of testing goes unchecked, as countries do not have strict supply chain
regulatory policies.
The results generated by this study will facilitate the annual estimation of
screening and access to routine screening as a complementary tool suitable for
voluntary blood donors. Thus, the TRODs will be available to a large number of
biological matrices including serum, plasma, venous blood, saliva, clavicular
fluid (fluid secreted by the anterior groove of the gum and lip) as well as capillary blood.
The TRODs evaluated in this study will be essential components of the strategy for the scientific management (etiology, epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment
and prevention) of HCV infection in voluntary blood donors. From now on, the
CUK Clinical Biology Department will adopt a rigorous intellectual approach in
interpreting the results produced by the TRODs which will lead to the medical
decision: confirm or deny the presence of HCV infection; prescribe anti-HCV
pharmacological molecules and ensure transfusion safety.

4.3. Strengths and Limitations of the Study
The present study has shown some limitations. Indeed, the lack of financial
means made that it considered only 4 TRODs out of the multitude of TRODs
circulating on the Congolese market. In addition, she used the enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay method which looks for anti-HCV antibodies instead of
RT-PCR, which has the advantage of being even more precise by demonstrating
HCV RNA. However, this study has the merit of having certain strengths. This is
the first study in the DRC to assess the diagnostic performance of HCV TROD.
It also gives the image and seriousness of the situation in relation to the HCV
TRODs placed on the Congolese market.

5. Conclusion
The results of this study demonstrate the importance of evaluating diagnostic
tests before final validation and authorization to market them. Indeed, the diagnostic performance of the TRODs evaluated in the present study was good according to the Mindray/chemiluminescence benchmark assay, but no TROD
met European Union standards. Likewise, not all TRODs prefigured the WHO
prequalification list or that of other international organizations. In addition,
these performances are pejorative not only in the context of transfusion safety
but also for patients, some of whom do not have the possibility of accessing the
HCV PCR tests for the confirmation of the diagnosis, the treatment and the
prognosis of the viral hepatitis C. Thus, the Congolese government through the
Ministry of Health/Laboratory Directorate should initiate large-scale studies for
the validation of TRODs in circulation on the Congolese market taking into acDOI: 10.4236/ojmm.2021.114020
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count WHO guidelines.
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